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Religion is for God, the country is for all





National government without interference from abroad





Let’s be a wall against all interventions from abroad to destroy our beloved Iraq





The participation of woman in politics creates balance in the society





I want Iraq to shine again with the light of love and peace





Prosperity and goodness for the beloved Iraq, love and success to all Iraqi people





Paying attention to education and children





In the Iraqi society, we need to have different organisations





We need security and peace and to improve the economic situation and the infrastructure and to eliminate sectarianism





Security and peace 





I wish peace in beloved





I wish Iraq is ruled by faithful ruler like Mahathir Mohamad, Malaysia 





The world is a coin of two faces the good and the bad





One country one people 





 Religion for God and the country for all





Give me few of honest people and I will destroy army of the corrupt





When the pen is held by an ignorant and the power is held by traitor, the country turns to a jungle





The current government is not loyal to Iraq; it came from outside to destroy Iraq and steal it





Reserving the cites of old Iraq, Iraq of peace, love and loyalty, prosperity to Iraq





We need sources to treat Iraqi children physically and psychologically and encouraging them to go back to school for a better future





Iraq lives by its honest children who are loyal to the land and its history





My country is rich with its fortunes and poor in its infrastructure. 
Corruptions eats it but my people deserve good life and I have hope that it will make the change and peace. 





If people once wanted life, destiny will comply. And the night will set off and the chain will break
Who fears climbing mountains, will live their lives in holes





Iraq lives, death to the corrupt




